Searches for monojet plus missing transverse momentum signatures are sensitive to new phenomena involving invisible particles, such as the pair-production of dark matter, one particularly well motivated possibility. We report on the expected sensitivity to dark matter in monojet signatures at an upgraded LHC with the ATLAS detector. The effective field theory models typically used for monojet dark matter interpretations have validity limitations. These are addressed both through applying additional constraints, and through a first look at the use of simplified models of dark matter pair-production.
Introduction
One of the most sensitive channels for generic Dark Matter (DM) searches at the LHC is the monojet plus missing transverse momentum (E miss T ) topology. Such searches benefit immensely from the increased centre of mass energy, thus it is important to understand what can be expected at the upgraded LHC, both in the coming year and in the more distant future. Increased collision energies also lead to more questions on the validity of the DM models used, thus it is vital to address the topic when communicating with the larger DM community. The ATLAS Collaboration [1] has carried out such studies, and has published a note with both initial sensitivity projections and validity considerations [2] .
Simulation and event selection
While it is now known that at least the first year of upgraded LHC data will be at 13 TeV, this was not known at the time of these studies, and thus only a centre of mass energy of 14 TeV was considered. Multiple luminosity scenarios and associated pileup conditions are studied in order to cover different expected data taking periods of interest for both the LHC and High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). The luminosity scenarios considered and their associated pileup conditions are 5 fb −1 ( μ =60, first months), 25 fb −1 ( μ =60, first year), 300 fb −1 ( μ =60, LHC program), and 3000 fb −1
( μ =140, HL-LHC program), where μ is the average number of collisions per bunch crossing. The scenario of 20 fb −1 at μ =20 for 8 TeV is studied as a reference.
Where available, 14 TeV samples produced with the full ATLAS detector simulation in GEANT4 [3] are used for backgrounds. Otherwise, scale factors derived using 8 TeV MC are applied to kinematically similar MC samples to estimate missing backgrounds, such as W → μν with the muon added to the E miss T for Z → νν estimation. The D5 Effective Field Theory (EFT) operator [4] and the Z simplified model [5] are used as benchmarks for DM sensitivity. All signal samples for both models were produced with the full ATLAS simulation at 14 TeV.
The event selection extends previous 8 TeV searches [6] , requiring a central leading jet of p T > 300 GeV, an optional second jet of p T > 50 GeV, E miss T > 400 GeV, no leptons, and events where jets and E miss T are not aligned. Two additional signal regions are defined by increasing the E miss T cut to 600 and 800 GeV.
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Expected sensitivity
Two simple uncertainty parametrizations are considered for the expected scenarios of early data conditions and the ultimate reach of the LHC/HL-LHC, chosen to be flat systematics of 5% and 1% respectively. With increasing luminosity, the 5% systematic quickly becomes the limitation, thus improving detector performance and the understanding of jets, E miss T , and other physical objects will be crucial. Improved sensitivity in the 300 and 3000 fb −1 scenarios can possibly be achieved by further increasing the E miss T threshold [2] .
Projected limits
Moving to an upgraded LHC increases EFT limits by about a factor of 2 with the first year of luminosity, as seen in Figure 1 . Another factor of 2 is expected after the full HL-LHC run, as per Figure 2. 
Discovery potential
The upgraded LHC provides a 5σ DM discovery potential of 1.5 TeV after one year of data [2] . An ultimate reach of 2.6 TeV is expected, as per Figure 3. 
Simplified models
After one year of data, the upgraded LHC increases sensitivity to the pair-production of DM via a Z mediator by an average of a factor of 2 [2] , similar to the gain seen for the EFT model. The resulting limits on the interaction scale can be seen in Figure 4 . [TeV] 
Model validity
The validity of the EFT model used has recently been called into question [7, 8, 9] . For an EFT to be valid, the momentrum transfer Q tr must be much less than the mass of the mediator M med , thus forbidding on-shell production. While the assumption of an EFT makes sense at direct detection experiments, it is less clear that this holds in energetic LHC collisions. A minimal validity constraint for the D5 operator was imposed, where g SM (g DM ) is the coupling of the integrated-out mediator to SM (DM) particles, and M * is the suppression scale:
Without knowledge of the complete theory, the coupling values remain unknown. In order to determine the dependence of the fraction of valid events (R tot M med ) passing this criterion, a scan over the couplings is performed, as shown for 50 GeV DM in Figure 5 . The validity of this scenario is seen to be maximal for coupling values of √ g SM g DM 2, thus clarifying the valid regions of parameter space. The nominal limits M * exp are then rescaled by this validity fraction as detailed in Reference [2] , giving valid limits M * valid . The rescaled limits for 50 GeV DM are shown in Figure 6 with the nominal limits overlaid for comparison.
Note that there is a strong dependence of the momentum transfer and thus the validity on the mass of the DM, where higher masses are less valid [2] .
Conclusions
These studies highlight the importance of the first year of data to the sensitivity of monojet searches for DM at the upgraded LHC. Within the first year, the expected improvement in the sensitivity with respect to 8 TeV is about a factor of 2 for both EFTs and simplified models. The following years to the end of the HL-LHC program are expected to gain another factor of 2, although further studies of higher E miss T thresholds may improve the sensitivity.
The validity of the EFT models typically used in monojet searches has also been studied for the D5 operator, and has been found to be partially valid for low masses and more questionable for heavier masses. In all cases, the unknown couplings between the mediator and both the Standard Model and DM particles plays a large part in the validity. A more comprehensive look into the remaining operators has been left to future studies.
